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ABSTRACT

Past research has shown mixed evidence for the
impact of exposure to positive ingroup exemplars on
members of stigmatized groups. The present research takes

a social identity perspective to address past empirical
discrepancies. Two experiments examine if the

self-concepts of stigmatized individuals from two

historically disadvantaged groups, African-Americans and

Hispanics, are more likely to benefit from exposure to a
single exemplar versus multiple positive ingroup
exemplars. Furthermore, the experiments sought to

determine if these effects are. moderated by perceivers'

ethnic identification. Results from Study 1 showed that
strongly identified African-American participants

self-stereotyped less after being exposed to a single or
multiple successful ingroup exemplars compared to a

control condition. No such effect occurred on the
self-concept of African-Americans who did not strongly
identify with their ethnicity. In contrast to Study 1,
the results in Study 2 suggest that Hispanic participants

who strongly identified with their ethnicity

self-stereotype more after being exposed to multiple

successful ingroup exemplars compared to a White exemplar
iii

control condition. Furthermore, these highly identified
Hispanic participants were more likely to experience

inspiration from exposure to successful White Americans.
The results are discussed in terms of possible

differences between how African American and Hispanics

understand ingroup exemplars.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Since Allport's seminal book, the Nature of

Prejudice (1954), researchers have systematically
demonstrated the conditions under which contact with
members of stigmatized groups can lead to reduced
prejudice (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2008). One such way is

through secondary contact via media exposure to positive

group exemplars, that is, members from outgroups who have
achieved concrete accomplishments and are viewed as

competent, influential members of their social group.1
Secondary contact via media exposure can attenuate

automatic associations between members of stigmatized

groups and their negative group stereotypes, thus leading

to reduced stereotyped attitudes (Dasgupta & Greenwald,
2001; Dasgupta & Rivera, 2008). Although much is known
about how exposure to atypical outgroup members reduces

majority group members' prejudice and stereotypes, less
is known about how such an intervention can alleviate the

1 The traditional use of the word exemplar is defined as one that is
worthy of imitation; a model and a person that is typical or
representative of their social group.
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potential harmful effects of negative stereotypes on
stigmatized individuals. If exposure to positive

exemplars from one's group makes salient the exemplars'
success and achievements, then perhaps such exemplars
function to alleviate the impact of negative stereotypes
on their thoughts, emotions, and behaviors.

Support for the effect of exposure to positive

exemplars on reducing the impact of negative stereotypes
on stigmatized individuals comes from Marx, Jin, and Ho
(2009), who demonstrated that exposure to President Obama

when he experienced success throughout his 2008
Presidential Election (e.g., winning the democratic

nomination for president) improved the performance on a
standardized test among African-Americans under
stereotype threat. In stark contrast to this effect,
Aronson, Jannone, McGlone, and Johnson-Campbell (2009)

demonstrated that eliciting positive thoughts about Obama

through exposure to information about Obama (e.g.,
pictures and speech quotes) as well as participants' own
reflections of Obama did not improve the test performance

of African-Americans relative to White-Americans.

Notwithstanding the methodological differences between
these two studies, one theoretical reason for their

2

disparate findings is that neither study measured

individual differences in ingroup identification to test
if such a variable moderates the effect of exemplar
exposure on reducing the impact of negative stereotypes

on stigmatized individuals. It is plausible that exposure
to positive exemplars from one's ingroup can have
differential effects on the self of perceivers depending

on how strong or how weak they identify with their ethnic
group. The main goal of the current research is to

examine the effect of an intervention that exposes
stigmatized group members who vary in their subjective
identification with their ethnicity to positive ingroup

exemplars with exceptional achievements in their given

domains. We propose that positive ingroup exemplars
should attenuate the effect that negative stereotypes
have on the self-concept and behaviors of stigmatized

individuals who strongly identify with their ethnic
group, but no such effect should emerge among stigmatized

individuals who do not strongly identify with their
ethnic group.

3

Effect of Positive Ingroup Exemplars
on Members of Stigmatized Groups
In order for exposure to a positive ingroup exemplar
to have a beneficial impact on stigmatized individuals,

certain criteria typically need to be met. According to
the exemplar literature, the positive ingroup exemplar
has to be accepted as a member of the ingroup, to be

viewed as competent, and to be successful in obtaining

concrete achievements in a domain in which the group is
usually not successful (Marx, Jin, & Ho, 2009; Lockwood,

2006). Once an exemplar is clearly established, we might
expect for stigmatized group members to benefit from the

exemplars' positive images and qualities. Indeed, studies
using either a single or multiple exemplars have

demonstrated that exposure to such exemplars can

attenuate the effects of negative stereotypes on the
self-perceptions and behaviors of stigmatized individuals

(e.g., Marx & Goff, 2005; Marx et al., 2009; Marx &
Roman, 2002; McGlone, Aronson, & Kobrynowicz, 2006). One

study that is particularly important to the current

research was on "The Obama Effect," which is widely known
as the pandemonium of feelings of pride and hope

associated with Barack Obama particularly among
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African-Americans (Princz, 2010). Such an emotional
attachment to Obama's success is generally expected to
have a positive impact on African-Americans who view
President Obama as an "inspiration" for African-Americans
in general (Gomstyn, 2008) and whose influence can lead

the youth to "embrace intellectual achievement" (Murdoch,

2009). In a test of the "The Obama Effect," Marx et al.

(2009) collected data from a nationwide sample of Black
and White-American participants under stereotype threat
who completed a sample GRE verbal exam as part of a study

that sought to examine "how people with different
experiences solve problems." Data was collected at four

different time points during the 2008 presidential
election: two time points in which Obama's achievements

were concrete and salient (i.e., winning the democratic

nomination for President and when he was announced the
winner of the Presidential election) and two time points

in which his achievements were less salient (i.e., prior
to winning the democratic nomination and at the midpoint
between his democratic nomination and the election

night). Results indicated that when Obama's achievements
were salient and concrete, Black participants who were
under stereotype threat performed as well as White

5

participants on the standardized exam. However, when

Obama's success was not salient, White participants
performed better on the test compared to Black
participants under stereotype threat. This study suggests
that if a single positive ingroup exemplar meets the

criteria to be an exemplar and his or her success is
salient, exposure to such a single exemplar can attenuate
the effects of stereotypes on members of stigmatized

groups.

Interestingly, in contrast to these results, Aronson

et al.

(2009) demonstrated that the negative effects of

stereotype threat are not buffered by exposure to
information about Obama (i.e., pictures and speech
quotes) as well as participants' own reflections of him

(e.g., "he is the ideal president"). The testing sessions
occurred two weeks after Obama officially received the

democratic nomination; they found that African-American
participants in a stereotype threat condition

underperformed on a challenging verbal test when compared
to White-American participants. Similarly, McIntyre et

al.

(2005) demonstrated that exposure to a single

successful exemplar did not improve the math test
performance scores of stereotype-threatened women
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compared to men. These studies imply that exposure to a

single exemplar may not be enough to systematically
buffer the effects of negative stereotypes.

One plausible explanation for the above mixed
results is that a single exemplar may be viewed as

successful in ways that are unattainable for the
stigmatized individual or as an exception to the rule.
Indeed, Lockwood and Kunda (1997) found that the extent

to which positive exemplars are perceived as more
attainable, the more likely they are to be viewed as

inspirational, which can lead to increased
self-enhancement of stigmatized individuals. If it is the
case that a single positive exemplar may not be enough to

reliably attenuate the detrimental effects of

stereotypes, then perhaps several exemplars are needed
because exposure to multiple successful ingroup members

may make it harder for stigmatized individuals to dismiss
all of the exemplars as being exceptions to the rule.

Subjective Ingroup Identification: Moderator of
the Effects of Positive Ingroup Exemplars

Another plausible explanation for why exposure to a
single positive ingroup exemplar leads to mixed findings
is that members of stigmatized individuals vary in their

7

ingroup identification (Sellers, Smith, Shelton, Rowley,
& Chavous, 1998; Sellers, Rowley, Chavous, Shelton, &

Smith, 1997). So, individuals who highly identify with
their ingroup are perhaps more likely to relate to

exemplars, thus leading to reliable beneficial exemplar

effects on their self-concept compared to those who do
not highly identify with their ingroup. One reason for

this effect is that an individual who shares an identity
with a group tends to adopt the characteristics and

behaviors that are perceived to be associated with the
group.

The idea that individual differences in group
identification should moderate the extent to which

members of stigmatized groups are affected by stereotypes

after exposure to positive ingroup exemplars is in line
with the Social Identity Theory (SIT; Hogg & Abrams,
1988; Tajfel, 1981). SIT suggests that identification

with one's group is important to an individual's
self-definition, and such an individual derives much of
his or her self-concept from other group members (Hogg &

Turner, 1985) . Ingroup members that have a strong sense

of identification with their ethnic group can in turn
develop a strong psychological relationship with their
8

ethnic group based on these shared positive images. This

may especially be the case when strongly identified
individuals are exposed to admired ingroup exemplars.
Support for the above ideas comes from research on
exemplars that have demonstrated that in order for an
exemplar to have a positive effect on an individual, it

is vital that individuals perceive that they and the
exemplar share the same group identification (Lockwood,

2006; Marx et al., 2009). Although individuals may
categorize as members of that group, the extent to which

they subjectively identify with their group can vary
(Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992; Phinney, 1992; Sellers et al.,

1998). Subjective identification is the extent to which
stigmatized individuals are more likely to consider the

membership of their group as important and central in
defining themselves (Sellers et al., 1997). Thus, such
identification can have great significance and meaning

for an individual leading to variation in beneficial

exemplar effects. Specifically, individuals who strongly
indentify (subjectively) with their ethnic group should
be more likely than those who less strongly identify with
their ethnic group to be inspired by positive exemplars

from their ingroup and, in turn, enjoy the psychological

9

benefits for their self and identity as a result of such

exposure (Phinney, 1992; Sellers et al., 1997, 1998).
Indirect support for the above ideas comes from
Oyserman's (2007) identity-based motivation model, which
states that when characteristics and behaviors are highly
representative of one's ingroup, engaging in the behavior
can lead an individual to feel a sense of inclusion with
their ingroup. Oyserman and colleagues supported this

effect in the context of health behavior and related

outcomes: unhealthy lifestyle behaviors are more likely

to be viewed as typical behaviors of racial-ethnic
minorities by adult participants, regardless of their

ethnic-racial group membership (Oyserman, Yoder, &

Fryberg, 2007). Highly identified individuals will tend
to associate negative stereotypes of their groups (e.g.
unhealthy eating behaviors) to be typical of their
ingroup. In line with this concept, exposing stigmatized

individuals to positive exemplars that they view as
definitive of their ingroup will lead to beneficial
effects in which they will associate the exemplar's

positive qualities and contributions as typical of their
ingroup.
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Effect of Positive Ingroup Exemplars
on Self-Stereotyping
The current research tests the effect of exposing
stigmatized ingroup members to positive group exemplars
specifically on self-stereotyping. According to the

self-categorization theory, individuals are readily able

to categorize themselves as a part of a social group

(Turner, Hogg, Oates, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987). To the
extent that they view themselves as a part of their

group, stigmatized individuals can absorb the negative
stereotypes associated with their groups into their

self-concept, a process known as self-stereotyping (Hogg
& Abrams, 1988; Sinclair, Hardin, & Lowery, 2006).

Indeed, countless studies have documented that
stigmatized individuals as a group self-stereotype when

compared to non-stigmatized individuals. For example,
Rivera and Paredez (2010) demonstrated that the

self-concept of Hispanic adults were more likely to be
affected by the negative stereotypes associated with
their group - that is, self-stereotype — when compared

to a referent group, White adults. Similarly, Rudman,
Greenwald, and McGhee (2001) found that men and women
have a tendency to associate their self-concepts with
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desirable traits and stereotypes associated with their
group — men are more likely than women to associate

stereotypes related to power as masculine attributes and
women are more likely than men to associate stereotypes

related to warmth as feminine attributes. Furthermore,
under some conditions, stigmatized individuals experience

heightened self-stereotyping (e.g., when their identity
is made salient; Sinclair, Hardin, & Lowery, 2006;
Eidelman & Silvia, 2010; Sinclair, Huntsinger, Skoringo &

Hardin, 2005). Finally, self-stereotyping predicts the

sorts of outcomes that are related to the stereotypes of
the group (Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002; Rivera &
Paredez, 2010). For example, for women (but not men),
strong gender self-stereotyping is associated with having

more negative attitudes towards math presumably because

of the negative stereotype that women underperform on
math tasks relative to men (Nosek et. al., 2002).
Similarly, for Hispanics (but not Whites), ethnic

self-stereotyping predicts overweight and obesity because
of the effect self-stereotyping has on stigmatized

individuals' self-esteem which is an important

psychological resource that helps regulate health

12

behaviors that determine this outcome (Rivera & Paredez,

2010).
Given the detrimental effects of self-stereotyping,

it is important to test interventions that can protect

stigmatized individuals from absorbing the negative
stereotypes into their self-concept. One such way might
be to expose stigmatized individuals to positive ingroup
exemplars. The extent to which a stigmatized individual

identifies with their ingroup should have an effect on
how much an individual will absorb the negative

stereotypes of the group (self-stereotyping) after being
exposed to positive ingroup exemplars. Ingroup exemplars
who defy the stereotypes of the group should motivate

highly identified group members to distance themselves

from the negative stereotypes of their group leading to a

decrease in self-stereotyping.
Overview of Research
The goal of the current research is to examine an

intervention for reducing the impact of negative

stereotypes on stigmatized individuals. Specifically,
African-American (Study 1) and Hispanic (Study 2)
participants who vary in their ethnic identification will

13

be exposed to positive exemplars from their group. Then,

we will examine the impact of such exposure on
self-stereotyping (Study 1 & Study 2) and performance on

a standardized intelligence test, a behavior that can be

undermined by the negative stereotypes associated with

their groups (Study 2). Additionally, given the history

of mixed results on exemplar research as reviewed above,
we sought to examine if any effect of being exposed to
the exemplars varies as a function of the number of

exemplars (i.e., single vs. multiple role models). Our
main prediction is that among group members who strongly
identify with their ethnicity, exposure to either a

single or multiple positive ingroup exemplars will lead

to less self-stereotyping when compared to a control
condition. However, we expect no such effect among group

members who do not strongly identify with'their ethnic
group.

14

CHAPTER TWO
STUDY ONE

In Study 1, African-American participants were
exposed to either a single positive exemplar (Obama), or

15 positive exemplars (Obama, Oprah, etc.). For the
control condition, we used a procedure previously used in
our lab in which flowers are used as the stimuli.

Following Dasgupta and Greenwald (2001), and Dasgupta and
Rivera (2008), flowers were positive in valence (like the

ingroup exemplars) and were unrelated to the
African-American exemplars. We expected that for
participants who strongly identify with being

African-American, exposure to either positive exemplar
condition will weaken the associations between the

negative stereotypes of African-Americans and their
self-concept, thus reducing self-stereotyping (when
compared to a control condition).

Method

Participants
Fifty-two African-American participants

Mage = 29.8,

age range:

18-68

15

years)

(92% female;

were recruited from

California State University, San Bernardino in exchange for

extra credit or $15 in cash.
Materials
African-American Exemplars (Independant Variable).
For the multiple exemplars condition, fifteen pictures

and descriptions of well-known African-Americans were

chosen through various internet search engines. It was
critical that these individuals were viewed as notably

admired African-Americans, ingroup members, and perceived

as competent individuals. Also, all exemplars had to be

successful and obtained concrete achievements in a domain
where their particular ethnic-racial group is usually not

successful. The exemplars (7 women, 8 men) came from

varied professional domains including authors, poets,
musicians, entertainers, civil rights activists,

athletes, and politicians. The final list of exemplars
included Barbara Charline Jordan, Bayard Rustin, Alice
Walker, Will Smith, Bell Hooks, Denzel Washington, Venus

Williams, Barack Obama, Tracy Chapman, Michael Jordan,

Maya Angelou, Martin Luther King Jr, Oprah Winfrey,
Langston Hughes, and Tiger Woods (Woods was selected

before his personal controversy was made public). For a
brief description of their biographies, see Appendix C.
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For the single exemplar condition, a thorough
biography of a single exemplar, Barack Obama, was
presented to the participants. The biography highlighted

Obama's major successes throughout his adult life, as
well as his achievement in being elected President of the

United States (See Appendix B for full biography). In the

control condition, participants read biographies about

naturally growing flowers from around the world.
Ethnic Identification (Measured Variable). As part
of a background questionnaire, participants completed two
items that measured African-Americans' subjective ethnic

identity:

(1) "Being an African-American is an important

part of who I am"; and (2) "Being an African-American is

important to my sense of self." The two items were
adopted from Sellers et al.'s (1997) MMRI-Centrality

scale, which captures the extent to which ethnicity is
significant and central to the self-concept of an
African-American (also see Sellers et al., 1998, Leach et

al., 2008). Participants were asked to indicate their
agreement with each statement on nine-point scales

ranging from "Not at all" (1) to "Very much" (9). The
midpoint was labeled "Somewhat" (5). As expected, the two

items were highly correlated, r(52) = .68, p < .001, so
17

they were combined into a score with high scores

indicating stronger identification. In line with past

studies (e.g., Schmitt & Branscombe, 2001; Spears,
Doosje, & Ellemers, 1997), the identification scores were

dichotomized into a high identification group consisting

of participants with scores equal to 9.0 (n = 30) and a
low identification group consisting of participants with

scores less than or equal to 8.0 (n = 22; M = 6.59).2 The

study used a 3 (Exemplar Condition: control, single,
multiple) X 2 (Identification: low, high)

between-participants design.
Self-Stereotyping (Dependant Variable). Participants
completed a self-report measure of self-stereotyping that

asked participants to report the extent to which they
believed that 14 stereotype-related characteristics

described a quality they possessed on six-point scales
ranging from "Not at all characteristic of me" (1) to

"Extremely characteristic of me" (6). The words were

randomly combined in the questionnaire. The traits were

drawn from past studies on African-American stereotypes

2 Also, the distribution of scores was negatively skewed, and data
transformations did not improve the distribution, so we dichotomized
the identification scores.
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(Czopp & Monteith, 2006; Devine, 1989). Seven negative

words (lazy, stupid, loud, ghetto, welfare, aggressive,
poor) and seven positive words (hardworking, smart, calm,

ambitious, wealthy, peaceful, rich) were drawn from past

studies on African-American stereotypes (Czopp &
Monteith, 2006; Devine, 1989). The seven positively

valenced traits were reverse scored then combined with
the seven negatively valenced traits (a = .71). High

scores indicate greater self-stereotyping.

Procedure

Participants were first asked to complete a task
that was presented as a "Memory Recall Task."

Participants in the exemplar conditions were notified
that the study consisted of reading biographies about

notably admired African-Americans and were told that they

would later complete a memory test on their ability to
recall this information. Among the participants in the
positive exemplar conditions, they were randomly exposed
to a description of a single exemplar (Obama) or to

descriptions of fifteen exemplars. After the task,
participants completed the self-stereotyping measure.
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Results

Self-stereotyping scores were subjected to a 3
(Exemplar Condition: single, multiple, control) X 2

(Identification: high, low) ANOVA. Results revealed that

there was a significant Exemplar Condition X
Identification interaction, F(2, 46) = 3.26, p < .05. As

shown in Figure 1, and in line with our prediction,
African-American participants' who strongly identified

with their ethnic group self stereotyped less as a
function of experimental conditions, F(2, 27) = 3.73,

p < .05. In line with our prediction, African-American
participants who were exposed to the single Obama

exemplar exhibited less self-stereotyping (M = 2.13,
SD = .47) than others in the control condition (M = 2.72,

SD - .43),

t(27) = -2.43, p < .05, d = -1.30. Similarly,

participants exposed to multiple African-American
exemplars exhibited less self-stereotyping (M - 2.25,

SD = .54) than others in the control condition (M = 2.72,
SD = .43 t(27) = -2.25, p < .05, d = -0.96. Participants'
self-evaluations in the single vs. multiple exemplars

conditions were statistically equivalent, t(27) = -.54,
p = 0.59. Lastly, participants who did not highly

identify with being African-American did not

20

self-stereotype less than those in the control condition,

F(2, 19) < 1.00, p = .56.

□ Control
condition
IE Single
exemplar
■ Multiple
exemplars
Self
Stereotyping

Exemplar Condition

Figure 1. Effect of Exposure to African-American

Exemplars on Self-stereotyping among African-American
Participants with a Strong Ethnic Identity. Higher

Numbers Indicate Greater Self-stereotyping.
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CHAPTER THREE
STUDY TWO
Study 1 supported our main prediction: stigmatized

individuals who highly identified with their ethnic group
displayed lower levels of self-stereotyping after being

exposed to either one or fifteen notably admired ingroup

exemplars when compared to a control condition. The goals
of Study 2 are as follows. First, we seek to extend and

replicate the effect with a different target sample,
Hispanic adults. Replicating the effect with a Hispanic

sample will demonstrate that the beneficial effect of
positive exemplars can be generalized to other

stigmatized ethnic groups. Second, we will test the
effect of positive exemplars on a measure of implicit

self-stereotyping for three reasons. First, the process
of self-stereotyping does not always occur at a conscious

level - that is, individuals may not always be aware of
the extent that they endorse stereotyped attitudes

against themselves. Second, when individuals are asked to

evaluate themselves based on socially undesirable
characteristics such as unintelligence, they may be

unwilling to fully report exactly how much they would
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truly evaluate themselves on such a characteristic and

instead evaluate themselves based on what they believe is

more socially acceptable and desirable. Finally, past
literature has demonstrated that implicit vs. explicit

attitudes can predict distinct action-based behaviors
(Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009). Explicit

attitudes tend to predict behavior at a more socially
acceptable level such as anxiety levels for subjects who
are asked to participate in a job application scenario.

They would more likely be more readily able to change
their self-report measures to appear lower in anxiety

levels to portray themselves as a better candidate for
the position (Greenwald et al., 2009). By comparison,

implicit attitudes tend to predict whether individuals
are rating themselves appropriately when presented with

such socially sensitive items. If exposure to positive

ingroup exemplars can attenuate explicit and implicit
self-stereotyping, then such effects can have

implications for a range of behaviors.

Third, a measure of performance on a standardized
intelligence test was added to test the effect of

exemplars on a stereotype-related behavioral outcome. If
exemplars buffer the impact of negative stereotypes on
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the self-concepts of strongly identified individuals,

then they should buffer the impact of negative

stereotypes on their behavior as well. We chose

performance on a standardized test as a behavioral
outcome because Hispanics (like African-Americans) are

stereotyped to be intellectually inferior to their White

counterparts (Guyll, Madon, Prieto, & Scherr, 2010; van
Laar, Levin & Sinclair, 2008).

Finally, plausible mediators were examined. In line

with past research, positive exemplars are proposed to be
effective because of the level to which they inspire

individuals after they are exposed to these exemplars
that they deem as relevant and relatable to themselves
(Buunk, Peiro, & Griffioen, 2007). We suggest that these

factors together serve as the psychological mechanism by

which positive exemplars buffer the impact of negative

stereotypes on stigmatized individuals. The more
individuals are inspired by other ingroup members'
accomplishments, the less likely they will be to view the

exemplars as individuals who are completely irrelevant to
themselves. Instead, the exemplars can bring about
feelings of positivity that will lead individuals to

believe that they too can achieve success in their lives
24

and will encourage them to strive to achieve important

goals (Buunk et al., 2007). This is why we expect

participants who highly self identify as Hispanic will be

more inspired by the exemplars and will therefore display

lower levels of self-stereotyping. We do not expect to
see this effect for those individuals who do not highly

identify with their ethnic group; we do not expect for
these participants to be as inspired by exposure to these
positive exemplars.

We predicted that strongly identified Hispanic
participants who were exposed to the positive ingroup

exemplars would show lower levels of explicit and
implicit self-stereotyping when compared to those in a

control condition. Also we expected that for strongly
identified Hispanic participants to perform better on the
standardized test when compared to those in a control
condition. Lastly, we expect for such effects to be

mediated by exemplar inspiration and relevance as
discussed above. Finally, we did not expect for these

effects to emerge among Hispanic participants who do not

strongly identify with their group.
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Method
Participants
Hispanic participants (88.1% female; Mage = 23.7, age

range: 18-49 years) were recruited from California State

University, San Bernardino in exchange for extra credit
or extra credit and a $5 Starbucks gift card.

Materials

Hispanic Exemplars (Independent Variable). The same
guidelines from Study 1 were used to develop a single

exemplar and the multiple positive exemplars. The list of
the 15 Hispanic exemplars included: Ana Castillo,

Guillermo Del Toro, Dolores Huerta, Benicio Del Toro,
Ellen Ochoa, Oscar de la Renta, Sonia Sotomayor, Juanes,

Jennifer Lopez, Cristina Saralegui, Oscar De La Hoya,

Gloria Estefan, Abraham Rodriguez Jr., Aida Alvarez, and
John D. Olivas (for a brief description of their

biographies, see Appendix C). The single Hispanic

exemplar was Sonia Sotomayor, who has the distinction of

serving as the first Latina (and the third woman) to
serve on the Supreme Court (see Appendix D for her full
biography).
The control condition included White-American

positive exemplars as opposed to flower stimuli. We
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changed the control stimuli to White-American exemplars
to be able to make appropriate comparisons across

conditions. Like the Hispanic exemplars, the 15
White-Americans achieved concrete accomplishments in
their domain. The list of the 15 White American exemplars

includes: Tom Hanks, Julia Roberts, Nancy Pelosi, Buzz

Aldrin, Hillary Clinton, Robert Redford, Jody Williams,
Taylor Swift, Barry Manilow, Dustin Pedroia, Danielle

Steel, Andrew Neiderman, Barbara Walters, Sally Ride, and
Anderson Cooper (for a brief description of their

biographies, see Appendix C).
Ethnic Identification (Measured Variable).

Participants completed a similar measure of subjective
ethnic identification from Study 1, but were now referred

to as "being a Hispanic or Latino." However, for Study 2,
all items were measured on an 11-point scale. Because

other continuous variables used in Study 2 were on an
11-point scale, the ethnic identification variable was
also changed to match the majority of the rest of the

scale items. The ethnic identification measure was now
scaled from "Not at all" (1) to "Very much" (11). The
midpoint was labeled "Somewhat" (6). Because the 11-point

measure produced more variability and had a greater
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range,

(M = 9.51, SD = 2.02; ethnic id range: 2-11) this

item was no longer dichotomized as it was in Study 1 but
rather was left as a continuous variable and was
therefore centered.

Self-Stereotyping (Dependent Variable)
Explicit Self-Stereotyping. The same explicit

self-stereotyping measure used in Study 1 was used again

in Study 2. The seven positively valenced traits were

reverse scored then combined with the seven negatively
valenced traits (a = .67). High scores indicate greater

self-stereotyping.
Implicit Self-Stereotyping. An Implicit Associations
Test (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998) was used
to assess the strength of associating the self with

Hispanic a negative stereotypical characteristics versus

negative non-stereotypical characteristics using response
latency to operationalize attitude strength. The IAT

assessed participants' association between the self and
the specific negative stereotype that Hispanics are

unintelligent. In the IAT, participants were presented

with four types of stimuli presented one at a time on a
computer screen. One pair of stimuli consisted of first
person pronouns (e.g., "me") and third person pronouns
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(e.g., "they"). The second pair of stimuli consisted of
words related to the negative Hispanic stereotypes that

they are unintelligent (e.g., "unintelligent", "stupid")
and stereotype-irrelevant negative words related to the

body (e.g, "feeble", "frail"). During the IAT, the
participants' task was to categorize the four types of

stimuli using two designated response keys on the
keyboard. For example, for half of the task, participants

were instructed to categorize first person pronouns and

negative words using the same key (e.g., me+stupid) and
simultaneously categorize third person pronouns and

stereotype irrelevant words using the other key (e.g.,
they+feeble). For the remaining half of the task, the key

assignment was reversed (e.g., me+freeble, they+stupid).
The order of these two tasks and the administration of
the IAT were counterbalanced between-participants. The

underlying rationale of the IAT is that when highly

associated words share the same response key,
participants typically classify them quickly and easily;

however, when weakly associated words share the same

response key, participants tend to classify them more
slowly and with greater difficulty. Following the IAT
scoring algorithm established by Greenwald, Nosek, and
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Banaji (2003), the IAT-Intelligence will be scored such
that higher scores indicate relatively high negative

self-evaluations based on Hispanic stereotypes (e.g., in
the IAT-Intelligence, stronger associations between the

self and unintelligence than the self and intelligence).

Performance Measure (Dependant Variable).

Participants were instructed to complete a "Problem

Solving Task," which was comprised of a test of fifteen
items related to analogies, synonyms, and pattern
completions (from Galinksy, Wang, & Ku, 2008; Hayes,
Schimel, Faucher, & Williams, 2008; see Appendix E). The .
test was pre-tested as part of another study in our

laboratory - about 1/3 of the items are classified as

easy in difficulty (i.e., items that at least 80% of the
participants got correct), 1/3 of the items are

classified as average in difficulty (i.e., items that

50-80% of the participants got correct), and the last
third 'of the items are classified as hard in difficulty

(i.e., items that less than 50% of the participants got

correct). Participants had 20 minutes to complete the
test.
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Relevance and Inspiration (Measured Variables)
Relevance. Participants were asked to rate "how

relevant is the person(s) you just read about to you?" on
an 11-point scale with endpoints labeled 1

(completely

irrelevant) and 11 (very relevant). Then, using an

open-ended response they explained why they believe (or
not) that exemplar is relevant (Lockwood & Kunda 1997).

Inspiration. Two items assessed the extent to which
the exemplar(s) inspired the participant. They were: "To
what degree does the person(s) you just read about gives
you a positive feeling?" and "To what degree did you find
the person inspiring?" Participants were asked to answer

on an 11-point scare ranging from ''not at all''

''very much''

[11]

[1] to

(from Buunk, Peiro, & Griffioen,

2007). Additionally, an open-ended question regarding
their feelings toward the exemplars to the extent that

they feel they are inspired by the individual(s) was
asked. Specifically they were asked to answer "How much

do the lives and the accomplishments of the exemplar/s
you just read about inspire you to achieve similar

success in the domain you are seeking to succeed in?" The
items were then rated by two independent judges who
converted the open-ended item into two scores using the
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same 11-point scale and items used to determine

inspiration on the continuous variables. Both items were
highly correlated (r = -.93) so both items were combined.
The open-ended measure allowed us to get a sense of how

much the exemplars genuinely inspired the participants
after exposure to a single or multiple positive exemplars

(open ended item from Lockwood, 2006).
Procedure

The general procedure will be the same as the
procedure for Study 1 with the following exceptions: the

addition of the implicit measure of self-stereotyping and
measures of relevance and inspiration were included. Both
the implicit and explicit measures were counterbalanced

accordingly after which the standardized test was
administered to the participants.
Results
The purpose of this research was to determine
whether an individual's level of ethnic identification
and exposure to a control, single, or multiple exemplars

have an effect on an individual's levels of

self-stereotyping. To accomplish this purpose,
participants' levels of ethnic identification and
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experimental condition were regressed on measures using
multiple moderated regression analyses (MMR). One of the

reasons we ran MMRs for the Study 2 data instead of a 3x2

ANOVA as we did in Study 1 was due to the 11-point
measures we added. Because of the added variability and

range from using 11 rather than 9-point scales for the

ethnic identification variable, the best choice was to
leave the variable as continuous rather than

dichotomizing it. Before we conducted the analyses, we
tested whether the moderator variable was affected by the

experimental manipulation. Because the one-way analysis
of variance was not significant, we proceeded with the

analyses, F(2. 56) = .38, p = .688.

To prepare the data for analyses, we first contrast
coded the three-level experimental condition variable to

represent the two contrasts we were interested in
examining (Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003). "Control
vs. Experimental Conditions" contrasted the control group

versus the two experimental groups (control = 2/3, single

exemplar = -1/3, and multiple exemplars = -1/3) and
"Experimental Conditions" contrasted the single exemplar

condition versus the multiple exemplar conditions

(control = 0, single exemplar = 1/2, and multiple
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exemplars = -1/2). Contrast coding the experimental
condition variable allowed us to test our specific
hypotheses while providing us with greater statistical
power (Cohen et al., 2003). We next centered the

continuous Ethnic Identification variable and then
computed the cross products of Ethnic Identification and

Control vs. Experimental Condition and Ethnic
Identification and Experimental Conditions to produce the

two interaction terms that represented the interaction

between the contrast variables and.the moderator

variable. Lastly, we regressed each outcome variable
simultaneously onto the two contrast variables, the

continuous Ethnic Identification measure, and the two
interaction terms (Cohen et al., 2003).
Regression Tests for Moderation (Independent
Variables on Outcome Variables)

Explicit self-stereotyping. The explicit

self-stereotyping measure revealed only a main effect of
ethnic identification, such that as ethnic identification

increased, self-stereotyping was reduced b = -.40,
t(58) = -3.01, p = .004. There were no other significant

effects, including the interaction between the Control
vs. Experimental contrast and identification, b = -0.12,
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/3 = -.05, t (58) = -0.96, p - .34, or the Experimental vs.

Control contrast and Identification, b = -0.03, ft = -.05,
t (58) = -0.37, p = .72.
Implicit Self-Stereotyping. The MMR analyses
outlined above did not produce the expected Control vs.

Experimental Condition x Ethnic Identification

interaction. However, the analyses revealed an unexpected
interaction between Ethnic Identification and
Experimental Condition, b = -0.18, [3 = -31,

t(58) = -2.18, p = .034. We conducted simple slope

analyses to probe the nature of this interaction;
however, none of these effects were significant. An

examination of the simple slopes displayed an unexpected
(though non-signifleant) pattern. As illustrated in

Figure 2, for participants who highly identified as
Hispanic and where in the White exemplar condition,

b = -0.03, /3 = -.06, t(58) = -0.49, p = .623, and single

Hispanic exemplar conditions, b- = -0.03, /3 = -.09,

t(58) = -0.72, p = .474, the direction of the
relationship between identification and implicit

self-stereotyping was negative; whereas, in the multiple
Hispanic exemplar condition, this relationship was
positive b - 0.08,

= .20,

t(58) = 1.57, p = .122.
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Hispanic Exemplars among Participants who were High in

Ethnic Identification on Levels of Implicit
Self-stereotyping.

Performance Measure. The performance measure
revealed only a main effect of experimental condition

such that for participants who were exposed to the White

exemplars in the control condition did better on the
standardized test than those in the single or multiple

exemplar condition combined, b = .09, /3 = .31,

t(59) = 2.34, p = .023. There were no other significant
effects, including the interaction between the Control
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vs. Experimental contrast and Identification, b = .01,

/3 = .09, t(58) = 0.66, p = .52, or the Experimental vs.

Control contrast and Identification, b ~ -0.13, /3 = -.07,
t (58) = -0.51, p = .62.

Regression Tests for Moderation (Proposed
Mediator Variables)
The main goals of the moderated multiple regressions
were not only to examine whether ethnic identification
and experimental conditions had an effect on an

individual's levels of implicit and explicit
self-stereotyping, but also to test whether these

variables affected the extent to which participants

viewed the exemplar as relevant and inspirational. Thus,
we subjected all dependent measures to separate MMR
analyses with ethnic identification, experimental
conditions, and their interaction simultaneously entered

as predictor variables. The experimental conditions were
again contrast coded in the same manner as was conducted
for the dependant variables. The MMR analyses showed that

no significant interaction effect emerged for any of the
continuous proposed mediator variables, all ts < 0.122
and ps > 0.151. We next examined the open-ended

inspiration measure.
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Inspiration . Following the procedures outlined

above, we regressed the open-ended Inspiration measure

(extent of inspiration brought about by exposure to a

single or multiple exemplars) on the contrast variables
and interaction terms. Ethnic Identification of the

participant marginally predicted higher feelings of

inspiration, ft ~ 0.24, t(58) = 1.84, p - .072:
Participants expressed greater feelings of inspiration
the more they identified as Hispanic than did those who

did not highly identify as Hispanic. Of greater interest,
was the significant interaction between Control vs.

Experimental Conditions and Ethnic Identification,

b = 0.74, /3 = .36,

t(58) = 2.91, p = .005. To understand

the nature of this interaction, we computed simple

slopes. As illustrated in Figure 3, the more the

participant highly identified with their ethnic group,
the more likely they viewed the exemplars as

inspirational if they were exposed to the White

exemplars, b = .44, t(58) = 3.55, p = .002. The slopes
for the single Hispanic exemplar condition, b = -.07,

t (58) = -.59, p = .56 and the multiple Hispanic exemplar

condition, b = .08, t (58) - .62, p - .54 were negative,
but non-significant.
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Tests of mediation models require that the dependent
and mediator variables are similarly affected by the

independent variables. In the current study, the implicit

self-stereotyping and inspiration measures produced
different patterns of effects. As a result of these
inconsistencies, the mediated moderation models were not

conducted.

Control
Single

Multiple

Figure 3. Effect of Exemplar Exposure among Participants
who were High in Ethnic Identification on Levels of
Inspiration.
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CHAPTER FOUR
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Previous work on role models has yielded mixed

results with respect to their positive impact on
stigmatized individuals. One plausible explanation for

this discrepancy is the extent to which a stigmatized
group member identifies with their ethnic group, a

variable that.has not been measured in the past research
on the beneficial effects of exemplar exposure. The
extent to which one subjectively identifies with one's
group can determine whether or not interventions such as

exemplar exposure will have an effect on the extent to
which a stigmatized individual self-stereotypes (Sellers

et al., 1997, 1998). In line with this rationale, Study 1

demonstrated that African-American participants who
strongly identified with their ethnic group reported
lower levels of self-stereotyping after being exposed to

positive ingroup exemplars compared to a control
condition. However, this effect did not emerge for

African-American participants who weakly identified with

their group.
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The major objective of the Study 2 was to replicate
and extend the results of Study 1 with a different

sample: Hispanics. However, we did not find the expected
interaction between Ethnic Identification and the

contrast variable that compared the experimental
conditions to the control condition. What is of major
interest and important to further examine is the

unexpected interaction between Ethnic Identification and
Experimental Condition showing participants who were high
in ethnic identification and were exposed to single and
multiple exemplars displayed lower levels of implicit

self-stereotyping. Upon further examination that nature
of this interaction showed that only those exposed to the

White exemplars and single Hispanic exemplar displayed
lower levels of self-stereotyping as a function of

increased ethnic identification, whereas the relationship
between exposure to multiple exemplars and
self-stereotyping was positive as a function of increased

identification. It seems that the effect of being

presented with multiple notably admired Hispanic
exemplars was more detrimental than beneficial to the

Hispanic participants.
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The results for the open-ended inspiration measure
were also contrary to expectations. Although this measure

produced the expected interaction between Ethnic
Identification and the contrast variable comparing the

experimental conditions to the control condition, this
interaction was due to Hispanic participants reporting

greater inspiration from exposure to White exemplars as
they increased in ethnic identification. In other words,

Hispanic participants appeared to benefit when they were

exposed to White rather than Hispanic exemplars.

The differences in the results found in Study 1 and
Study 2 suggest that there could be a difference in the

extent that African-Americans and Hispanics respond to
positive exemplars. Perhaps one difference is that

African-Americans in Study 1 were more likely to regard
the ingroup exemplars as self-relevant than were the

Hispanics in Study 2. Prior studies have yielded mixed

results on whether exemplar exposure of notably admired
individuals can have a positive effect on an individual

leading to self-enhancement based on how relevant the
exemplar is to them and how much they view their
accomplishments as attainable. In contrast, other studies
have shown that positive exemplars can instead have on
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opposite effect if individuals feel demoralized and can
deflate their self-evaluations compared to less

outstanding others (Lockwood & Kunda, 1997). The latter
effect seems to have been the case for our findings in
Study 2. One reason why self-relevance of exemplars might

have differed between the samples in both studies is

because of disparities between the degree of awareness
and pride each group has for the ingroup exemplars used

in our studies.
The Obama Effect has radically changed the extent to
which African-Americans are identifying with their ethnic

group. The history and extreme challenges that

African-Americans have had to undergo in the years past
is widely known to all individuals of all races and

ethnicities and is highly associated with an
African-American individual's sense of pride and

acknowledgement. Famous African-American's such as Barack
Obama and Oprah Winfrey are known not only for their

stellar accomplishmentsf but for their ethnicity as well.
They are openly labeled as "Black Americans." The
movements that have been created by such feelings of
pride and inspiration of African-Americans by these

successful ingroup members are not comparable to any
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movements experienced collectively by Hispanic Americans

in the years past. The feelings of pride and
acknowledgment that occurs when presented to positive

exemplars of one's ingroup are perhaps being processed
differently among African Americans than by Hispanic
Americans.

It is possible that Hispanic Americans were less
likely to regard the exemplars as self-relevant. Because

of the movements and history shared by African-Americans,

they may have developed a stronger sense of a cohesive

identity shared by all African-Americans. In contrast,
the term Hispanic American may not be understood as

all-encompassing. Regional differences in heritage (e.g.,
Cuban, Puerto Rican, Mexican, Venezuelan, and
Salvadorian) may be an important distinction in how

Hispanic Americans understand their collective identity.
Although they might recognize that people from all areas

of "Latin America" share some commonality, Hispanic
Americans might be more likely to identify as Hispanic at

the subgroup level (e.g., Mexican American) rather than

at the superordinate group level (all Hispanic groups).
For example, participants whose heritage is rooted in
Mexico may not have regarded Gloria Estefan (Cuban) or
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Aida Alvarez (Puerto Rican) as part of their ingroup, or
self-relevant. As noted by Lockwood and Kunda (1997), the

less similar an exemplar is perceived by individuals, the

less self-relevant that exemplar might be perceived and
is therefore less likely to affect self-evaluations. In
fact, the data from Study 2 did show that the exemplars'

were not being viewed as relevant to the participants

(M = 7.05; SD = 2.72) with more than half of the
participants (n = 33) rating the exemplars on a score of

7 on an 11-point scale. This can perhaps explain why when

multiple Hispanic exemplars were being presented to the
participants, a detrimental effect was created like that

described in Lockwood and Kunda (1997). Recall, Lockwood
and Kunda (1997) state that there is a relationship

between perceived attainability and inspiration such that
the more an individual perceives the exemplars

accomplishments as relevant, the more likely they are to

be inspired by the exemplar. As the supplementary

self-relevant analyses suggest, Hispanic participants
were not viewing the exemplars as highly self-relevant;

therefore, they may have been more inspired by the White

exemplars who were perhaps more known than the Hispanic
ingroup exemplars. Differences in fame between the
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Hispanic and African-American exemplars could also have
attributed to the different findings between the two
studies. Many of the African-American exemplars are

well-known celebrities or African-American role models
whereas the Hispanic exemplars lacked the same
popularity. In sum, we suggest that because of the lack

of popularity of the Hispanic exemplars plus the lack of
public connection between the exemplars and Hispanic
identity, Hispanic participants did not perceive the

exemplars as relevant to themselves and were therefore
not absorbing the beneficial effects on their levels of

self-stereotyping to the same extent as African-Americans

in Study 1 did.

It is also possible that the White exemplars used in
the control condition for Study 2 was not the best

possible condition to use for the goals we were trying to
accomplish in Study 2 based on the fact they seemed to

have actually produced somewhat of a contrasting effect.

Participants were feeling more inspired by the White
exemplars than the Hispanic exemplars when they were

highly identifying as Hispanic, and implicitly
self-stereotyped less than those who were exposed to
multiple Hispanic exemplars. Although the White exemplars
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were not meant to and did not have any connection to the
Hispanic exemplars, the way that the participants reacted

to them was unexpected and further confirmed this
contrast effect. Perhaps, this can also contribute to why

we did achieve the expected results in Study 1. The
African-American participants in Study 1 did not have a

control condition comparable to that of Study 2 so there
was no precise way to examine if exposing participants to
the same control condition in Study 2 would have created

these same contrast effects, or if the effect would

continue to be beneficial for those stigmatized group
members.

When examining the effects of the proposed mediating
variables, results showed that participants expressed

greater feelings of inspiration the more they identified
as Hispanic than did those who did not highly identify as
Hispanic. However, we again found the unexpected result
that the more participants highly identified with their

ethnic group, the more likely they viewed the exemplars

as inspirational if they were exposed to the White
exemplars. The simple slopes for those participants

exposed to both a single or multiple Hispanic exemplars
were negative (though not significant). Tesser's
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Self-Evaluation Maintenance model assumes that

individuals are motivated to maintain a positive
self-evaluation when they compare to outperforming

others. Three ways people can self-protect from these

upward comparisons is to distance themselves from the
domain in which they underperform relative to others,
from the outperformers (Tesser & Moore, 1990), or from
the group membership shared with the underperformers
(Schmitt, Silvia, Branscombe, Garcia, & Speares, 2006).

In our case, the positive exemplars may have produced any
combination of these effects in Hispanic participants. As

a way to deal with the potential threat caused by highly

successful others, Hispanic participants may have
distanced from the exemplars, the achievement domains, or

their group. In other words, Hispanic Americans may not
have yet achieved the same sense of connection to

successful ingroups members that African-Americans have
achieved as part of their efforts to reconstruct a

positive social identity.
The research in this paper is currently ongoing and

perhaps, the majority of the lack of significant findings
may be an issue of power. The current research may still
have the potential to clarify the conditions under which
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exposure to positive exemplars buffer the impact of
negative stereotypes on stigmatized individuals. Prior

studies have yielded mixed results: Marx et al.

(2009)

showed that it is possible to reduce race based test

performance differences between African-American and
White participants under stereotype threat conditions,

but Aronson et al.

(2009) showed that African-American

participants placed in a stereotype threat situation and
whose positive thoughts of Obama were activated resulted
in no evidence of improvement on test performance. Our

Study 1 data suggest that exposure to exemplars should

reduce race-based performance gaps among
African-Americans in a stereotype threat situation if
they highly identify with their ethnic group. Such an

effect would extend a study by Schmader (2002) who
demonstrated in the context of gender that
stereotype-threatened women performed poorly when
compared to their male counterparts only if they strongly
identified with their gender. This effect did not hold
for women who did not strongly identify with their gender

— their performance was unaffected by stereotype threat.
Although Study 2 did not examine the impact of a
stereotype threat situation on stigmatized individuals
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and did not provide evidence that highly identified

individuals will perform on the same level as individuals
who weakly identify, it does provide some suggestions

about what to expect in such a situation where a
non-stigmatized comparison group is utilized. Since
stereotype threat tends to affect highly identified
stigmatized individuals, our research suggests that among
such individuals, exposure to the positive

characteristics and qualities of an ingroup exemplar
might alleviate the threat of confirming a negative

stereotype in a performance setting (cf., Shapiro &

Neuberg, 2006).
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APPENDIX A

NAMES OF NOTABLY ADMIRED AFRICAN-AMERICANS

AND ABBREVIATED BIOGRAPHIES
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Names of African-American Exemplars and Abbreviated Biographies
Barbara Charline Jordan: a politician from Texas, Jordan became the first Black
woman to serve as state senator in Texas.
Bayard Rustin: civil rights leader who played a key role in persuading fellow civil rights
leaders to adopt complete nonviolence approaches.
Alice Walker: writer and winner of the Pulitzer Prize for her best-selling novel The
Color Purple.
Will Smith: an actor, film producer, and rapper, the only actor to have eight consecutive
films open at #1.
Bell Hooks: an author and distinguished professor, she is one of the most widely
published Black scholars in the U.S..
Denzel Washington: an actor and philanthropist, Washington earned three Golden
Globes and two Academy Awards.
Venus Williams: a tennis player, Williams has won five Wimbledon singles titles and
the most Olympic gold medals in history.
Barack Obama: a graduate of Columbia University and Harvard Law School, and the
forty-fourth president of the United States of America.
Tracy Chapman: a singer, songwriter, and musician, Chapman’s debut album earned her
two Grammy Awards.
Michael Jordan: widely considered the best basketball player ever, Jordan led the
Chicago Bulls to three championships.
Maya Angelou: a poet, teacher, actor, producer, and recorder, Angelou has won three
Grammy Awards for the spoken word
Martin Luther King Jr.: a clergyman and civil rights leader, he is frequently referred to
as a human rights icon.
Oprah Winfrey: a television media mogul, her syndicated talk show has earned her
multiple Emmy Awards.
Langston Hughes: a poet and central figure of the Harlem Renaissance, Hughes’ first
novel won the Harmon gold medal for literature.
Tiger Woods: a golfer whose achievements to date rank him among the most
successful golfers of all time.
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APPENDIX B
FULL BIOGRAPHY FOR THE SINGLE POSITIVE EXEMPLAR

CONDITION FOR STUDY 1 (BARACK OBAMA)
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Barack Obama Full Biography

On November 04,2008, Barack Obama (bom August 4,1961) became the 44th President
elect of the United States of America. Right before becoming the first African-American
to be elected President of the United States, Obama was the junior United States Senator
from Illinois, elected in 2004 and served until his resignation on November 16,2008. His
term of office as the U.S. President began on January 20, 2009. The theme for his
campaign was “change.” It was a theme with deep resonance for a country enmeshed in
unpopular wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and in what is widely believed to be the worst
economic downturn since the Great Depression. Even his opponents acknowledged that
Mr. Obama had run a remarkable campaign that was highly disciplined in its message. He
relentlessly focused on building a field organization that was second to none, and was
extraordinarily successful in fundraising, particularly over the Internet (give the record
breaking figures).
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Obama worked as a community organizer and practiced as a civil rights attorney in
Chicago before serving three terms in the Illinois Senate. He was a professor of
constitutional law at the University of Chicago Law School from 1992 to 2004. Prior to
his historic presidential campaign run, he was most notable for being selected to give a
keynote speech at the 2004 Democratic convention (when John Kerry was nominated as
the Democratic presidential nominee). There he managed to “set the place on fire” with
his youthful energy and rhythmic speech. During the 11 Oth Congress, he helped create
legislation regarding lobbying and electoral fraud, climate change, nuclear terrorism, and
care for U.S. military personnel returning from combat assignments in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
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APPENDIX C

NAMES OF NOTABLY ADMIRED HISPANICS AND

WHITE-AMERICANS AND ABBREVIATED
BIOGRAPHIES
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Names of Hispanic Exemplars and Abbreviated Biographies
Ana Castillo - A Chicana writer, scholar and activist, Ana Castillo’s focus is on
Chicana, and increasing, all Hispanic women’s issues. Her literary vehicles include
novels, short stories, essays and poetry. Castillo writes about Chicana feminism, which
she dubs “Xicanisma”, and her work centers on issues of identity, racism, and
classism.

Guillermo Del Toro - As part of the wave of Mexican filmmakers who have made
their mark upon American cinema in the 1990s, director Guillermo Del Toro attained
a remarkable level of critical and box office success in an environment not conducive
to international filmmaking.
Dolores Huerta - As a labor leader and organizer, social activist Dolores Huerta played
a key role in the early years of farm worker organizing. In 1962, she co-founded the
National Farm Workers Association with Cesar Chavez.

Benicio Del Toro - Benicio Del Toro emerged in the mid-’90s as one of the most
watchable and charismatic character actors to come along in years. 1995 proved to be the
first “Year of Benicio” as he gave a memorable performance in Swimming with Sharks
(1994) before taking critics and film buffs by storm as the mumbling, mysterious gangster
in The Usual Suspects (1995).
Ellen Ochoa - A native of California, but of Mexican descent, Ellen Ochoa is a multi
accomplished woman. She is best known for being the first Hispanic woman astronaut,
having made four space voyages since being recruited by NASA in 1991.

Oscar de la Renta — A designer whose Latin-flavored work has been influencing the
fashion world since the 1970s. He is perhaps best known for his evening wear and suits
for women, which over the years became glorified by his faithful clientele including
former First Lady Hillary Clinton.
Sonia Sotomayor - Bom in the in the Bronx, New York City, Sonia Sotomayor was the
first nominee to the Supreme Court of the United States by President Barack Obama. She
was confirmed by the United States Senate on August 6,2009, on a super majority 68-31
vote.

Juan Esteban Aristizabal Vasquez - A musician better known by the name Juanes,
released his first solo album in 2000, Fijate Bien, and won three Latin Grammy Awards.
Juanes broke through to global success with his second album, Un Dia Normal (2002).

Jennifer Lopez - An American actress, singer, record producer, dancer, fashion designer
and television producer, Jennifer Lopez is one of the highest-paid actresses in Hollywood
and the highest-paid Latin actor in Hollywood history. She was named the most
influential Hispanic entertainer in the U.S according to People magazine.
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Cristina Saralegui - A journalist, an actress and talk show host who is most known for
hosting (and being the executive producer of) the Spanish-language self-titled show,
Cristina. After graduating from the Academy of the Assumption in 1966, Saralegui was a
student at the University of Miami.

Oscar de la Hoya - A professional boxer who captured a Gold medal during the 1992
Summer Olympics, after the Olympics, he turned professional and compiled an extremely
successful record during his first year.
Gloria Estefan - A Cuban American singer/songwriter and actress, Gloria Estefan has
topped the 100 best selling music artists, with over 90 million albums sold worldwide,
26.5 million of those in the United States alone. Also, she has won seven Grammy
Awards, placing her among the most successful crossover performers in Latin music to
date.

Abraham Rodriguez Jr. - A contemporary Puerto Rican writer who was bom and raised
in the Bronx, New York, Abraham Rodriguez Jr. has opened the doors of inner-city
America to the world by writing about an environment he knows best: his own.
Aida Alvarez - The first Hispanic woman to head the U.S. Small Business
Administration (SB A) and the first person of Puerto Rican descent to hold a Cabinet-level
post in the U.S. government. She was part of the economic policy-making team in the
Clinton White House that was responsible for ensuring the success of small businesses.

John D. Olivas - An American engineer of Mexican descent, John D. Olivas was
selected as a NASA astronaut candidate in 1998. Olivas has flown on two space shuttle
missions, STS-117 Atlantis and STS-128 Discovery.
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Names of Hispanic Exemplars and Abbreviated Biographies
Tom Hanks - An American actor, producer, writer and director, Tom Hanks worked
in television for several before gaining wide notice in the 1988 motion picture, Big.
Julia Roberts - An American actress, Julia Roberts became a Hollywood star after
headlining the 1990 romantic comedy Pretty Woman, which grossed $464 million
worldwide.

Nancy Pelosi - The 60th and current Speaker of the United States House of
Representatives, Nancy Pelosi is the first female Speaker of the House arid has
represented the 8th Congressional District of California since 1987.
Buzz Aldrin -Since retiring from NASA and the Air Force, Colonel Buzz Aldrin has
remained at the forefront of efforts to ensure America’s continued leadership in human
space exploration.

Hillary Clinton - Former First Lady of the United States, Hillary Clinton is currently
the 67th United States Secretary of State, serving in the administration of President
Obama.

Robert Redford - An American actor, film director, producer, businessman, model,
environmentalist, philanthropist, Robert Redford is also the founder of the Sundance
Film Festival.
Jody Williams - An American teacher and aid worker, Jody Williams first trained as a
teacher of English as a Second Language (ESL), receiving a Master’s degree from the
School for International Training in 1974.
Taylor Swift - An American country pop singer-songwriter and actress, Taylor Swift
became the best-selling musician of the year in the United States in 2008.

Barry Manilow - With worldwide sales of more than 80 million records, Barry
Manilow’s success is a benchmark in popular music.

Dustin Pedroia - A Major League Baseball (MLB) second baseman for the Boston
Red Sox, Dustin Pedroia has already won several awards during his brief career in the
majors.
Danielle Steel - An American romantic novelist and author of mainstream dramas,
Danielle Steel has sold more than 580 million copies of her books worldwide and is
the eighth best selling writer of all time.
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Andrew Neiderman - An American novelist, Andrew Neiderman, is arguably best
known as the author of The Devil ’s Advocate, which was later adapted into a film.
Barbara Walters - An American broadcast journalist and author, Barbara Walters
was first known as a popular TV morning news anchor on NBC’s Today.
Sally Ride - An American physicist and a former NASA astronaut, Sally Ride became
the first American woman, and then-youngest American, to enter space in 1983.

Anderson Cooper - An American journalist, author, and television personality,
Anderson Cooper is the primary anchor of the CNN news show Anderson Cooper
360°
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APPENDIX D
FULL BIOGRAPHY FOR THE SINGLE POSITIVE EXEMPLAR
CONDITION FOR STUDY 2 (SONIA SOTOMAYOR)
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Sonia Sotomayor Full Biography

Bom in the in the Bronx borough of New York City, Sonia Sotomayor was the first
nominee to the Supreme Court of the United States by President Barack Obama. She was
confirmed by the United States Senate on August 6,2009 on a super majority 68-31 vote.
Sotomayor is only the third woman to serve on the Supreme Court (after O’Connor and
Ginsburg) and has the distinction of serving as the first Hispanic Justice.
Sotomayor graduated summa cum laude from Princeton University with a bachelor’s
degree in history in 1976. While at Princeton, she received the M. Taylor Pyne Honor
Prize, which is awarded to the senior who has most clearly demonstrated excellent
scholarship, strength of character and effective leadership and considered the highest
general distinction the university confers on undergraduate students. Upon graduating
Princeton University, Sotomayor attended Yale Law School, where she was awarded her
Juris Doctor degree in 1979.
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Sotomayor has served as a judge on the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit since October 1998. She has been hailed as “one of the ablest federal
judges currently sitting” for her thoughtful opinions, and as “a role model of aspiration,
discipline, commitment, intellectual prowess and integrity” for her ascent ,to the federal
bench from an upbringing in a South Bronx housing project. Judge Sotomayor brings
more federal judicial experience to the Supreme Court than any justice in 100 years, and
more overall judicial experience than anyone confirmed for the Court in the past 70 years.
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APPENDIX E

INTELLIGENCE TEST
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Intelligence Test
L
Which is the odd one out?
Mars, Jupiter, Comet, Earth, Neptune
a Mars
b Jupiter
c Comet
d Earth
e Neptune

2
Library is to book as book is to:
a Page
b Copy
c Binding
d Cover

3

Which pattern completes the series?

X CD :E ;:TOOT±
A

a
b
c
d

BCD

A
B
C
D

4

Which two words are closest in meaning?

Composite, Synthetic, Shabby, Different, Pseudo, Symbolic
a Composite and Different
b Synthetic and Symbolic
c Shabby and Pseudo
d Synthetic and Pseudo
e Different and Symbolic
5

Ice is to water as liquid is to:
a Gas
b Steam
c Temperature
d Solid
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6

A regular octagon can be divided into 8 identical triangles by drawing how many
straight lines?
a 4
b 5
c 6
d 8

7
Choose the answer that best completes the series.

Euro, Dollar, Franc, Peso,
a Yen
b Currency
c Cash
d Check
8

165135
a
b
c
d

is to peace as 1215225 is to:
Leaf
Love
Loop
Castle

9

A university library budget committee must reduce exactly five of eight areas of
expenditure — G, L, M, N, P, R, S, and W — in accordance with the following
conditions:
If both G and S are reduced, W is also reduced.
If N is reduced, neither R nor S is reduced.
If P is reduced, L is not reduced.
Of the three areas L, M, and R, exactly two are reduced.

Which of the following could be a complete and accurate list of the areas of
expenditure reduced by the committee?
G, L, M,N, W
G, L, M, P, W
G, M, N, R, W
G, M, P, R, S
L, M, R, S, W
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10

A university library budget committee must reduce exactly five of eight areas of
expenditure — G, L, M, N, P, R, S, and W — in accordance with the following
conditions:
If both G and S are reduced, W is also reduced.
If N is reduced, neither R nor S is reduced.
If P is reduced, L is not reduced.
Of the three areas L, M, and R, exactly two are reduced.
If W is reduced, which of the following could be a complete and accurate list of
the four other areas of expenditure to be reduced?
G, M, P, S
L, M, N, R
L, M, P, S
M, N, P,S
M, P, R, S

11

A university library budget committee must reduce exactly five of eight areas of
expenditure - G, L, M, N, P, R, S, and W - in accordance with the following
conditions:
If both G and S are reduced, W is also reduced.
If N is reduced, neither R nor S is reduced.
If P is reduced, L is not reduced.
Of the three areas L, M, and R, exactly two are reduced.
If P is reduced, which one of the following is a pair of areas of expenditure both of
which must be reduced?
G, M
M, R
N, R
R, S

s, w
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12

A university library budget committee must reduce exactly five of eight areas of
expenditure — G, L, M, N, P, R, S, and W -- in accordance with the following
conditions:
If both G and S are reduced, W is also reduced.
If N is reduced, neither R nor S is reduced.
If P is reduced, L is not reduced.
Of the three areas L, M, and R, exactly two are reduced.
If both L and S are reduced, which one of the following could be a pair of areas of
expenditure both of which are reduced?
G,M
G,P
N,R
N, W
P,S

13
A university library budget committee must reduce exactly five of eight areas of
expenditure -- G, L, M, N, P, R, S, and W -- in accordance with the following
conditions:
If both G and S are reduced, W is also reduced.
If N is reduced, neither R nor S is reduced.
If P is reduced, L is not reduced.
Of the three areas L, M, and R, exactly two are reduced.

Which one of the following areas must be reduced?
G
L
N
P
W

14

Which of the patterns completes the series?

nz

i,
A

a
b
c
d

B

C

A
B
C
D
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D

15
Aztecs is to Mexico as Incas is to:
a Europe
b Peru
c Atlantis
d Babylon
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APPENDIX F

IMPLICIT ASSOCIATION TEST STIMULI
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IAT stimuli
Me: I, me, my, mine, myself
Not Me: they, them, their, theirs, others

Mind: gullible, unintelligent, naive

Body: frail, sick, diseased
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APPENDIX G

SELF-STEREOTYPING STIMULI
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Explicit Self-Stereotyping Stimuli
Mind: gullible, unintelligent, naive

Body: frail, sick, diseased

Stereotype-Related Traits: Ambitious, Smart, Lazy, Calm, Stupid, Loud, Rich, Ghetto,

Peaceful, Welfare, Aggressive, Poor, Hardworking, Wealthy
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APPENDIX H
DEBRIEFING STATEMENT
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Debriefing Statement
Explanation of the Studies

Please Read Carefully

The purpose of this research is to examine how being exposed to positive in-group

exemplars will affect the extent to which participants use negative stereotypes of their
group to evaluate themselves, which we will refer to as self-stereotyping. We are

testing one main hypothesis: we expect that participants who are exposed to positive

exemplars will self-stereotype less, but perform better on an intelligence test, when
compared to a control condition. We also explored if these effects vary when
participants are exposed to one versus multiple exemplars. If this project is successful,
it will help identify at least one intervention for improving the damaging effects of

self-stereotyping on members of stigmatized groups.

We thank you for participating. Please open the door and have a seat when you are

done.
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APPENDIX I

LIST OF JOURNAL ARTICLES
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List of Journal Articles
If you would like to get some more information about the concepts related to the
study, here are a list of journal articles you can refer to:
Dasgupta, N., & Rivera, L.M. (2008) When social context matters: The influence of
long-term contact and short-term exposure to admired outgroup members on implicit
attitudes and behavioral intentions. Social Cognition. 26(1), 112-123.

Richeson, J. A., & Trawalter, S. (2005) On the categorization of admired and disliked
exemplars of admired and disliked groups. Journal ofPersonality and Social
Psychology. 89(4), 517-530.
Sinclair, S., Lowery, B.S., & Hardin, C.D. (2006) Self stereotyping in the context of
multiple social identities. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. 90(4), 529542.
If you have any questions in the future, please contact the researchers below.
Sandra Benitez, Graduate Student
Department of Psychology
California State University, San Bernardino
benis300@csusb.edu, (323) 236-5499
Luis M. Rivera, Assistant Professor
Department of Psychology
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey
973-353-5995
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APPENDIX J
HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW BOARD
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Human Subjects Review Board
Department of Psychology
California State University, San Bernardino
PI:
From:
Project Title:
Project ID:
Date:

Benitez, Sandra
Kristy K. Dean
Cognitive performance and self-evaluation studies
H-09WI-05
Monday, November 29, 2010

Disposition: Expedited Review
Your application to use human subjects has been reviewed and approved by
the Chair of the Psychology Department Institutional Review Board (IRB) of
California State University, San Bernardino. IRB approval includes approval of
the protocol and consent forms. This approval is valid for a year, until
3/9/2010.

IRB approval is granted with the understanding that the investigator will:
• Change neither the procedures nor the consent form without prior IRB
review and approval
• Report serious adverse events to the Psychology Department IRB
Chair
• Submit a Renewal Form to the Psychology Department IRB Chair prior
to the expiration of this approval, if continued use of this protocol is
desired.
If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision, please contact Dr. Kristy
Dean, Psychology Department IRB Sub-Committee Chair (909) 537-5583 or
kdean@csusb.edu. Please include your application identification number
(above) in all correspondence.

Good luck with your research!

Kristy Dean, Chair
Psych IRB' Sub-Committee

ych IRB Sub-Committee
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